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Spring is a time of new beginnings and the start of
new life and activity when everyone shakes off the
winter and embarks on life with a new energy. But
for KFOR, we have not suffered from the normal
dormancy of winter.
The last few months have seen many positive changes
for both Kosovo and KFOR. These changes include
the final unfixing of PEC, the opening of the Airspace
over Kosovo to civilian air traffic and the election of the
final mayor in the North. Another important positive
development has been the integration of the former
MUP into the Kosovo Police forces in the north. We
finalized the transformation of FOP 31 and said GoodBye to our French and Moroccan contingents.
The matching of troops to task is an unending mission
for KFOR as we continuously address the requirements
of our Mandate here in Kosovo. The unfixing of PEC/
PATRIARHCATE leaves us only one PrDSS to secure
out of an original nine. This is another step forward for
Kosovo.
The security situation in Northern Kosovo remains
fragile although progress has been made with the last
municipal elections in the North, highlighted by a
remarkably substantial Kosovo Police presence. North of
the IBAR river, the latest shooting incidents against the
Kosovo Border Police on 31 MAR, injuring 3 KP officers
and the ambush with small arms of EULEX personnel
moving towards FOP 31 on 25 APR show that tension is
rising and that there are still threats to SASE and FOM.
With the elections in the North complete, we can look
forward to the formation of the Association of Serbian
Municipalities and the normalization of relations
between the area North of the Ibar River and the rest of
Kosovo.
As Spring progresses and Summer approaches, our
EULEX partner’s mandate was extended by the Kosovo
Parliament. For KFOR, this extension of the EULEX
mandate was an important step as it is crucial to the
organization and maintains their presence and mission
in Kosovo as well as their role as the 2nd Responder.
In April, Kosovo opened the Airspace over its territory
for the first time in 15 years. This step shows we are
making much progress here in Kosovo towards complete
normalization.
We have started the Spring Handover/Takeover
rotation of many units and I have seen many new faces in
the ranks. It is with mixed feelings that we say Goodbye

to old friends even as we have the opportunity to make
new ones. I am always amazed and gratified at the high
quality of the KFOR soldiers we receive from our Troop
Contributing Nations.
But as some things change, the KFOR Mandate has not,
we are still charged with SASE and FOM here in Kosovo
as well as our duties as 3rd Responder. We must maintain
both our situational awareness, training and be prepared
to respond to any contingencies.
KFOR will maintain its current manning and we will
reshape our presence and posture all over Kosovo. We
will follow the examples we set in the transformation of
FOP 31 and the handover of the PrDSS’s and hand over
responsibilities for security to the KP and other Kosovo
Security organizations where the situation allows. We will
have a less public presence but retain greater mobility,
flexibility and a stronger force in reserve to act when and
where it is required.
We will also be conducting Joint Exercises with the
KP and EULEX to refine procedures and improve
capabilities, in so doing, facilitating the hand off of SASE
and FOM to the Kosovo Security organizations wherever
and whenever possible.
I have faith in the contributing nations of KFOR. You
are a true team in the best sense of the word and have
brought our motto of “More Together” to life in so many
ways. I am very proud of the men and women of KFOR
and know that our mission is in good hands.
Thank you for your efforts!
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KOSOVO AIRSPACE

NormalizatioN of the Upper airspace
over Kosovo
On 3 April 2014, 15 years after the Kosovo crisis, the Upper Airspace over Kosovo was re-opened
for civilian traffic overflights. The reopening of the airspace is based on a decision by the North
Atlantic Council to accept an offer by the Government of Hungary to act as a technical enabler
through its Air Navigation Service Provider (Hungarocontrol Pte. Ltd.).
The reopening will annually affect
around 180,000 civilian flights,
leading to shorter flight routes in
the region (370,000 less nautical
miles) and generating significant
cost savings for airspace users (€
18 million, $24.69 million) and
environmental benefits (CO2
emissions reduced by 75,000 tons).
The reopening would not
have been possible without the
multinational cooperation taking
place in the framework of the
NATO-led
Balkans
Aviation
Normalisation Meeting (BANM),
with the support of the Government
of Hungary, EUROCONTROL
and HungaroControl Pte. Ltd..
Several other partners, including the
neighbouring States and their Air

PICTURE: Afrim Hajrullahu (2)

Navigation Service Providers, were
also essential to the success of this
initiative.
Airliners
travelling
between
northern Europe and Southeastern
Europe, the Middle East and Asia
will now no longer have to skirt
Kosovo but fly straight over it - “a
significant step that benefits the
entire Western Balkans,” NATO
Secretary-General Anders Fogh
Rasmussen said. This has been a key
example of regional cooperation”,
according to the BANM Chairman,
Ludwig Decamps.
“This south-east axis is a major
traffic flow in Europe and it needs to
run smoothly. Opening up these five
direct routes at the center of this axis
has not only been good for airspace
users but the air traffic management
network as a whole benefits. For us,
4
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KOSOVO AIRSPACE

this is a significant improvement to
the European network,” declared
Joe Sultana, Director Network
Management in EUROCONTROL.
“Besides technology, it is equally
important for Hungary and
Hungarocontrol to act as an enabler
of the normalization of the regional
air traffic, for the benefit of the

whole European network,” said
Kornel Szepessy, Hungarocontrol
Chief Executive Officer. “The
excellent cooperation with regional
stakeholders, coordinated by NATO
and supported by Eurocontrol,
has allowed overcoming all
legal, operational and technical
challenges.”

In line with United Nations Security
Council Resolution 1244 and the
1999 Military Technical Agreement,
the Kosovo airspace will remain
under NATO/KFOR authority.
Emanuele PLEBISCITO
OF-4 ITAF
KFOR HQ J3 AIR CHIEF

Pristina International Airport.
KFOR CHRONICLE 04/2014
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DANCON MARCH

DaNcoN march
The DANCON MARCH took place in Novoselo on the 5 April.
The DANCON MARCH is a Danish tradition that all deployed Danish forces arrange and
participate in. This DANCON MARCH was arranged by a small group consisting of 6 people and
supported by the gift shop in Film city. All the medals, certificate, posters, banners, t-shirts and
patches where made by Mirco who owns the Gift shop.
On 05 April, there were more
than 1100 KFOR personnel plus
30 invited KSF participating in the
march. Around 300 people went
on to complete the 50 k route and
around 800 people did the 25 k
route on the countryside around
Camp Novoselo. The elevation was
more than 100 meters from the
lowest to the highest point. The
road was a mix between rubble
road, ordinary road and roads in
the fields.
All participants carried a minimum
of 10kg for the duration of the
march, and this does not include any
food or water.
Although the march was not a
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DANCON MARCH

competition, there was a healthy
“competitive spirit” among the
participants in keeping with the
esprit de corps of military personnel.
Therefore, the first to finish on the
25 km the fastest man was Polish
and on the 50 km it was a 3 man
Slovenian team.
Nearly all the Danish soldiers were
involved and we received support
from different nations.
The French provided a large
medical team at check point 2 and in
Novoselo. The US patrolled one half
of the route with ambulance support
and the Germans the second half of
the route. We also got support from
Kosovo police who did a good job by
controlling the traffic on the route.

PICTURE: Gianantonio Careddu(3)

1SG KK. Andersen
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COM KFOR MEETINGS

hiGh level meetiNG of com Kfor mG
fariNa aND serBiaN armeD forces (saf)
choD GeN DiKovic

communications, and good understanding of the roles of
the first, second, and third responder.
The recent opening of KOSOVO Airspace formed part
of the talks as it was a recent and important development
in advancing regional issues.
COM KFOR stated that KFOR disposition remains
the same in the north and in keeping with KFORs focus
there.
Gen DICOVIC thanked COM KFOR and the soldiers
under his command for the outstanding work achieved
during COM KFOR’s time in command.

PICTURE: Giovanni DELLE CAVE (2)

COM KFOR MG FARINA and COS BG AYCOCK
met with the Serbian CHOD GEN DIKOVIC and
DCOM BG JANICIJEVIC in a high level meeting at
NIS airport, SERBIA on 10 April. In what was a warm
and proactive and friendly atmosphere, a number of
current and future topics were discussed.
The topics discussed included the present situation
in KOSOVO, current and future activities, Safe And
Secure Environment and Freedom of Movement (SASE
and FOM), contact with the new mayors in Northern
KOSOVO, and KOSOVO Police involvement in regional
initiatives.
COM KFOR discussed KFORs posture in keeping
with UNSCR and the current conditions in KOSOVO.
Membership of KOSOVO Police has increased
representation of all communities. COM KFOR will meet
all Northern Mayors at the end of April and local issues
affecting their constituencies as well as wider KOSOVO
issues will be discussed. COM KFOR also emphasised
the importance of open communications with local
leadership.
Further progress had been made with unfixing KFOR
from the PEC Patriarchate site and handing responsibility
over to KOSOVO Police, while KFOR maintains a Quick
Reaction Force (QRF) to assist the KOSOVO Police if
required.
The small scale exercises between KFOR and KOSOVO
Police, and EULEX were discussed, with the training
emphasis on maintaining good coordination, good

8
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COM KFOR MEETINGS

hiGh level meetiNG of com Kfor mG
fariNa aND moNteNeGriN armeD
forces choD aDmiral samarDzic aND
Kosovo secUritY force commaNDer
lieUteNaNt GeNeral Kastrati.
Kosovo Force Commander, Major General Salvatore
Farina, met with Admiral Dragan Samardzic, Chief of
General Staff of Armed Forces of Montenegro, for the
first time at KFOR HQ in Pristina on Wednesday, 23
April 2014.

Matters discussed included the security situation in
KOSOVO and security issues in the area bordering
Montenegro and stressed the importance of mutual
cooperation in order to enhance the security situation at
the regional level.
Major General Farina thanked the Admiral for the
constant efforts made by the Montenegrin Armed Forces
in order to enhance the stability and the overall security
through dialogue and cooperation with all interlocutors
in the area.

PICTURE: Vittorio SIMONELLI (2)

This meeting is one of the programme of high level
talks as part of the “Kumanovo Trearty” and the Military
Technical Agreement. As part of this agreement COM
KFOR meets with all the CHODs of the neighbouring
countries namely .

issues and exchanged information on capabilities in
search and rescue, natural disasters, EOD (Explosive
Ordnance Disposal), military engineering, and medical
emergencies.
COM KFOR highlighted that NATO supports the
Kosovo Security Force “within the current mandate”.
“Those core capabilities”, stressed COM KFOR, “make
the KSF able to become an important interlocutor in
Kosovo and in the Balkan area to contribute to the
regional security and stability”.

Later, the Commander of KOSOVO Security Force
(KSF) Lieutenant General Kadri Kastrati joined COM KFOR underlined the improvement in the
Major General Farina and Admiral Samardzic for a security situation in Kosovo after the 19th April Belgrade
trilateral meeting during which they discussed security - Pristina agreement and confirmed the continuous effort
of the NATO mission to contribute to a safe and secure
environment (SASE) and freedom of movement (FOM)
creating the necessary conditions to support the dialogue
and the progress for all the people in Kosovo.

Admiral Samardzic stressed the importance of the
upcoming June 2014 “A5 Conference” where Albania,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, FYROM and
Montenegro Chiefs of Defence will meet to discuss
security issues and developing capabilities in the region
to respond to emergency situations. Other countries of
the Balkan areas will be participating as observers.

Story: Lt Cdr Thomas Hobbins
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KTM

Ktm traNsfer of aUthoritY aND NatioNal chaNGe of commaND ceremoNies
aND Ktm foc DeclaratioN & Ktm foX
eXercise

PICTURE: Giovanni DELLE CAVE (2)

The Portuguese Contingent celebrated their Transfer of Authority and National Change of Command in Kosovo, marking the biannual rotation of the Portuguese Contingent in KFOR.

The ceremonies were held on
06 April at the Portuguese led
Camp SLIM LINES and marked
the replacement of the 2nd Infantry Battalion for the 1st Mechanized Battalion, under the
command of Lieutenant Colonel Pedro Brito Teixeira. The
ceremonies were presided by
COMKFOR,
Major-General
Salvatore Farina, and by Portuguese Major-General António
Menezes, representing the PRT
Army Chief of Defence.
In the National Change of Command ceremony, Major-General
António Menezes spoke, praising
the valiant work done by 2nd Infantry Battalion and its contribution to the region‘s security.
The departure of the outgoing
and arrival of the incoming was
symbolically marked by the presentation of the national flag to
Major-General António Menezes
who returned it to the 1st Mechanized Battalion Commander to
be hoisted aloft. Forces on parade
then marched in salute to MajorGeneral Menezes.
10

After the national ceremony, the
Hungarian contingent who, along
with the Portuguese contingent,
belongs to the KFOR Tactical
Reserve Manoeuvre Battalion
(KTM), integrated in the parade
for the beginning of the ceremony of Transfer of Authority of the
KTM. The former commander of
KTM spoke for the last time as
commander, speaking with words
of gratitude and appreciation to
the military of the two nationalities. Major-General Salvatore Farina spoke words of thanks to the
excellent contribution of the Portuguese and Hungarian soldiers,
and emphasized the command
qualities of Lieutenant Colonel
Lucio Gonçalves and expressed
sincere appreciation for the soldiers who always were able to
conduct the NATO mission in the
territory of Kosovo .
At the end of the ceremony, Lieutenant Colonel Lucio Gonçalves
was decorated by COMKFOR
with the NATO Non Article V
medal for the Balkans.
The 1st Mechanized Battalion
now begins its mission with their
KFOR CHRONICLE 04/2014

Hungarian counterparts, for the
third time in Kosovo as KTM,
continuing to support SASE enhancement in KOSOVO.

PICTURE: KTM (2)

KTM

The KFOR TACTICAL RESERVE
MANOUVRE BATTALION (KTM)
full operational capability process
was held from 7 - 14 April, 2014.
Several activities were performed,
building to the main culmination
exercise on
12 April around
PRISTINA, named the KTM FOX
EXERCISE. During this period the
effort was directed to the validation
of the KTM as a whole, focusing on
the following criteria:
1Command and Control;
2Interoperability;
3Force Protection.
To illustrate some of the activities
the examples are the following:
The command and control
OPLAN
PARADIGM
SHIFT
was published. Warning orders
(WINGO), fragmentary order
(FRAGO); presentations were held
to share tactical knowledge, and
a KTM FOX EXERCISE ROCK
DRILL was carried out with diverse
multinational teams from Austria,

Croatia, Hungary, Romania and
Ukraine. Air operations were
performed by helicopters and
mini-UAV. The UAV system was
operated, exclusively, by the KTM
teams. The Light Ray mini-UAV has
been developed within the protocol
signed by the PRT Army, both with
a private enterprise and a university.
The image reception in real-time
contributed to the mission success.
For Interoperability, all planned and
contingency command processes
have been validated.
For
Force
Protection,
harmonization of the procedures,
techniques and standard tactics were
achieved.

On
April
14,
2014
the
KFOR TACTICAL RESERVE
MANOUVRE
BATTALION
declared FULL OPERATIONAL
CAPABILITY
OF-3 Antonio MARQUES
POR A

322 soldiers were engaged in
the KTM FOX EXERCISE with
the following assets; 2 MI 171
helicopters, international KFOR
military police, a water cannon, a
Ukrainian engineering team, and 50
vehicles.
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JLSG CoC

Joint logistics support Group (JlsG) change
of command (coc) ceremony
On Friday, April the 11th, Major General Salvatore Farina, Commander Kosovo Force (COM
KFOR), supervised the Change of Command (CoC) ceremony of the Joint Logistics Support
Group (JLSG). 129 JLSG officers and NCO’s attended the ceremony.

12

increased by 20 – 30 %. Notable
was the transport of Greek forces,
Onward Movement processing for
the Moroccan forces, as well as the
disengagement handover to NATO
of camp NOVO SELO.
At the end, he expressed his
appreciation for the service and
professionalism of the Soldiers of
the JLSG.

commanded the 517th HET
Regiment in France and headed
the Surface Transit Office. He also
highlighted his strong operational
background and his experience
with UNPROFOR as an analyst,
then in Bosnia as tank squadron
commander, and Chief Logistic
Branch of the PAMIR operation in
Afghanistan.

Finally, he introduced the new
commander of the JLSG, Colonel
Olivier MEHU. He has previously

OF-3 Slyvie FULCHIC
FRA A

PICTURE: Afrim Hajrullahu(2)

With great pride and emotion,
Colonel Eric Eudeline, outgoing
COM JLSG, gave back his flag to
COM KFOR who then handed it
over to Colonel Olivier MEHU,
incoming COM JLSG.
During his address, Colonel
Eric Eudeline highlighted the
important achievements of the
JLSG’s 8th rotation, and especially,
he expressed his great appreciation
to the HQ KFOR staff and warmly
thanked COM KFOR and the
DCOM KFOR for their help. The
“more together” spirit definitely
defined the 8th JLSG rotation’s
success with tremendous dedication
and the great professionalism of the
JLSG HQ staff and JLSG subunits
for providing their “Maximum
Support” to the force. At the end
of his speech, he expressed his
deepest and sincere thanks to his
“guys”, those being the Austrian,
Swiss and Ukrainian engineers and
logisticians.
Major General Farina outlined
more than 20 full scale operations
including EOD, Engineer, FOMD
Spt, and transport movements.
Of note were the Leposavic and
Decani Bridges, the obstacle
removal at DOG15, the Demolition
of Hotel Ilirija, construction of the
EOC Villagio Italia BLU97 and the
MSR HAWK bypass, Ammunition
Disposal at Ariljaca, work at
Camp Gate 1 and FOB Cabra,
and the realignment to FOP31.
JLSG Movement &Transport and
the Resource Management Cell
increased the APOD operations by
20% to over 350 flights during this
mandate. Road movement, PAX,
container, and cargo transportation
as well as fuel delivery were

KFOR CHRONICLE 04/2014

CoC SWISSCOY

chaNGe of commaND sWisscoY

PICTURE: Christian GRABER (2)

Contingents come and go but the SWISSCOY stays. Now it’s the 30th Contingent’s turn. After
several months of training and a time of getting to know each other the mission has finally started. With the symbolic handover of the flag the responsibility has been transferred to the new
Contingent.

The soldiers of the 30th
Swiss Contingent are standing
straight, with the national
anthem playing in the background. A few minutes earlier
the flag was handed over by the
Chief of Swiss Armed Forces
Joint Staff.
Sixty soldiers then leave their
old formation as one column
to join the new contingent and
complete it, forming the new
30th SWISSCON in KFOR. This
is part of the change of command, which took place on the
10th of April 2014 on the military side of Airport Pristina.
With this last act and in presence
of important representatives of
the KFOR and the Swiss embassy, the change of command is
completed and Colonel Laurent
Husson of the 30th Contingent
takes command over the SWISSCOY from Colonel Hubert Kiser.
The dignified ceremony carried

on the respect and hard work of
the previous Contingent towards
the KFOR mission. The change
of command was preceded by a
training phase in Switzerland,
where the new Contingent members were introduced into the various specialist areas.
For the next six months the
SWISSCOY 30th Contingent
will work to support KFOR to
achieve More Together in the
following areas: LMT leadership in JRD-N, Engineer Platoon, Transport COY and EOD
in support of the JLSG, and our
Air force supporting the entire

KFOR CHRONICLE 04/2014

KFOR mission.
“Le Monde ma Patrie” - “The
world is my homeland” is the
guiding principle of the 30th
Contingent. The national Contingent Commander, Colonel
(GS) Laurent Husson said that
the Contingent will give the same
attention and importance to the
host country, as they give to their
own country. In other words,
good cooperation and success in
Kosovo also benefits the situation in Switzerland.
OR-6 Violeta ZAIRI
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INTERNATIONAL SHOOTING DAY

iNterNatioNal shootiNG DaY
orGaNizeD BY Kfor csm aND the
GermaN coNtiNGeNt – orahovac
rifle raNGe

PICTURE: Giovanni DELLE CAVE

On the 27th March an international shooting day was organized. The event was a success in
bringing together fifteen different nations to the event with over 130 participants. (CHE, FRA, ITA,
USA, CZE, PRT, SVN, DEU, HUN, AUT, NDL, CAN, TUR, MDA, and POL)

The shooting activity took
place at the German Rifle Range
of Orahovac in the South West
Kosovo. Despite a light rain
towards noon, we can say that
it didn’t affect the spirit of the
participants and we can say the
event ran smoothly with great
achievement. It was great to see
all the Nations working to achieve
“More Together”.
The activity, due the great number
of personnel taking part, was split
into two groups. Transportation was
14

provided by the CHE Contingent, the
first group left in the early morning,
led by KFOR CSM Francesco
CASCELLA towards Orahovac rifle
range, and the second bus just before
noon, led by CSM SALZMANN
(AUT Contingent). Upon arrival of
the second bus at the range, lunch
was ready, with a BBQ perfectly
organized by SM Martin KRÖMER
(DEU) and his staff.
An awards ceremony was held at
the German Ark on the 28th March
with the participation of a German
KFOR CHRONICLE 04/2014

Band and all the participants
were invited, during this event the
successful participants received their
awards.
Special thanks are addressed
to the German Contingent who
so generously contributed in the
event, my special thanks goes
to Major Michael POHL, Chief
German NSE, responsible for the
safe running of the activity and SM
Martin KRÖMER, German Senior
NCO who organized the logistics.
At the end I also want to thank all

INTERNATIONAL SHOOTING DAY

the different Contingent soldiers
participating as their convincing
picture shows the cooperative spirit
and remarkable behaviour which
contributed to a wonderful “More
Together” day.
The
achievements
of
an
organization are the results of the
combined effort of each individual
working “More Together”.

PICTURE: Giovanni DELLE CAVE (3)

KFOR Command Sergeant Major
Francesco CASCELLA
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MNBG-E

after 10 Years, paratroopers soar iN
Kosovo

PICTURE: U.S. Army Sgt. Cody Barber

Ending what has been over a decade-long absence, Multinational Battle Group-East paratroopers
took to the skies in Kosovo, April 15.

Soldiers from 2nd Battalion,
38th Cavalry Regiment, 504th
Battlefield Surveillance Brigade,
conducted airborne jumps to
maintain jumper proficiency, said
U.S. Army Lt. Col. John Cogbill,
commander of 2-38 Cavalry
Squadron and MNBG-E’s Forward
Command Post.
“Conducting airborne operations
is an inherently high risk, so it’s one
of those things where practice makes
perfect and the more repetitions we
can get, the more we get better,” the
native of Richmond, Va., added.
16

The exercise started at daybreak
where Soldiers conducted multiple
jumps via static line out of a UH-60
Black Hawk helicopter
Also attending the airborne exercise
was Muharrem Svarqa, the mayor
of Ferizaj, the closest major city to
Camp Bondsteel. He said watching
the jump was a great experience for
him.
Said Svarqa. “I’m very thankful that
we were invited to attend the event
where the U.S. Soldiers demonstrated
their military skills and abilities.”
U.S. Army 1st Sgt. William Hutson,
KFOR CHRONICLE 04/2014

the top noncommissioned officer
for Company C, 2nd Bn., 38th Cav.
Regt., was on the drop zone and
watched his troops make the jumps.
He was glad to see his troops learning
and training. “We ran through some
rehearsals and got everyone on par
as far as what everyone needs to
know and came out here to execute
the jump.”
Aviation crews from the battle
group’s Southern Command Post
also got in on the action as an
opportunity to train.
“We are always looking for

MNBG-E

PICTURE: U.S. Army Sgt. Cody Barber (4)

opportunities to train,” said U.S.
Army Lt. Col. George Barton, SCP
commander, “When the Forward
Command Post suggested that we
start doing paratrooper drops, we
were excited to do it because it’s a
common mission for us to do as
Black Hawk pilots.”
Although the unit conducts
operations according to U.S. Army
doctrine in support of III Corps, it’s
important to keep the parachuting
skills sharps, even though this is
a peacekeeping mission, added
Cogbill.
Sgt. Cody BARBER

KFOR CHRONICLE 04/2014
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Kfor chroNicle
NeWs iN Brief
On 01 April 2014 General Frank GORENC visited
COM KFOR MG FARINA and was briefed on the
KFOR mission both in Camp Film City and also in
KFOR location KOSOVO wide.
Gen. GORENC Commander, U.S. Air Forces
in Europe; Commander, U.S. Air Forces Africa,
Commander Allied Air Command, headquartered at
Ramstein Air Base, Germany; and Director, Joint Air
Power Competence Centre, Kalkar, Germany.
COM KFOR and Gen GORENC discussed the
overall KFOR mission and were briefed by the Political
Advisor (POLAD) and also by J2, J3, JG, and the Legal
Advisor (LEGAD), who gave a brief on the recent
opening of KOSOVO airspace, as mentioned in the
article “Normalization of the Upper Airspace over
Kosovo” by the KFOR HQ J3 AIR CHIEF. The opening
of KOSOVO airspace and its effects on flight paths are
of interest to all aviation authorities in Europe.
Gen GORENC received a broad wide ranging
presentation of KFOR, including asset disposition,
progress by KFOR in supporting the KOSOVO
institutions to be first responders, unfixing of certain
sites, and the contribution of KFOR to the Safe and

PICTURE: Giovanni DELLE CAVE (2)

Visit of General GORENC

Secure Environment and Freedom of Movement in
KOSOVO.
Gen GORENC then carried out an office call with the
US Ambassador as part of the visit to KFOR and then
went on to GATE 1 with COM KFOR by helicopter.
After an ops briefing there, COM KFOR and Gen
GORENC travelled on to NOTHING HILL and were
appraised of the situation there. The group continued
to CAMP CABRA and finally from CAMP CABRA
to FOP 31, having been updated on the operational
situation in each place.

COM KFOR meets the Mayor of Mitrovica
North Mr. Goran RAKIC

04 April, COM JKFOR met with Mayor of Mitrovica
North Mr. Goran RAKIC in Camp NOTHING HILL
with DCOM BG Anton WESLY and Col Patrick
GAUCHAT, COM JRD-N. This was COM KFOR’s
first meeting with Mayor RAKIC and a frank and
open meeting was held which discussed current topics
of security and law and order, and the participation of
both the KOSOVAN community and the International
Community in developing a secure environment for
the benefit of all citizens.
Mayor RAKIC discussed subjects of importance to
MTROVICA North and the trust placed in KFOR by
the citizens. COM KFOR emphasised the benefit of
mutual communications between all parties in advance
of any actions or during issues as they arise and non
violent solutions remain the focus in a democracy.
Mayor Rakic’s role in the elections last year was

18

complimented and COMKFOR encouraged economic
development as the next stage of improving the socio
economic conditions for the people of MITROVICA
North.
COM KFOR will meet all Northern Mayors at the end
of April in KFOR HQ.

KFOR CHRONICLE 04/2014

Kfor chroNicle
NeWs iN Brief
Visit of KOSOVO Foreign Minister
Minister of Foreign Affairs of Kosovo, Enver Hoxhaj,
met with Major General FARINA, COM KFOR on 06
April 2014.
PICTURE: Giovanni DELLE CAVE

At this meeting, COM KFOR stressed KFORs ongoing
commitment to providing a safe and secure environment
and overall stability in Kosovo.
Minister Hoxhaj thanked COM KFOR commander
for success achieved, and assured that the Government
of Kosovo will continue to work closely with KFOR to
continue to work to date.
political consultations into the future.
He ongoing transition towards KOSOVO institutions
taking full control was discussed in line with KFORs
current posture as a reactive force in KOSOVO, and to
support the KOSOVO intuitions in carrying out their
duties.
Minister Hoxhaj and COM KFOR agreed to continue

COM KFORS visits JRDS
On the 13th of January 2014 Joint Regional
Detachment East (JRD-E), led by a United State
Commander, and Joint Regional Detachment South
(JRD-S), led by a Turkish Commander, merged into
one Unit.
3 months later on the 18th of April Major-General
Salvatore FARINA made his first official visit to JRDSouth and was met by Col. Zorlu TOPALOGLU.
Then Major-General Salvatore FARINA met with
the LMT Commanders in a meeting where he stressed
the importance of the JRD-South’s addition to the
KOSOVO’s secure atmosphere and he also thanked the
JRD-S Commander for their success in providing a safe
and secure environment during the election phase.

The LMT’s main task is to contribute to KFOR’s
situational awareness through their liaison with
local institutions, international organisations and
maintenance of permanent and trusted links between
KFOR and the local population.

Then Major-General Salvatore FARINA pointed out
the importance of LMT’s within the region and that
they have to improve their situational awareness for the
sensitive situation for possible challenges.
Story: Lt Cdr Thomas Hobbins
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Soldiers with Multinational Battle
Group-East completed a weeklong
medevac training April 2 at Camp
Bondsteel. The Soldiers, comprised of
elements of Task Force Medical and
MNBG-E’s Southern Command Post,
conducted the training to familiarize
the dog handlers and their working
dogs from the camp’s military police
platoon with the intricate process for
hoisting a dog to safety.
Military working dogs have an
important job at Camp Bondsteel,
serving in a force protection role for
the camp’s residents, workplaces and
equipment yards. They complete daily
perimeter and critical infrastructure
checks, search incoming service
trucks and conduct vigilance patrols.
The dogs and their handlers are in a
demanding position.
“On average, (the teams are) getting
well over 200 hours of utilization a
month,” said Rose, a military dog
handler with the 131st Military
Working Dog Detachment, and
native of Chesapeake, Va.
The training event started with
cold-load training and culminated
with airborne hoist training with
medevac aviators from the 2nd
Battalion, 135th Aviation Regiment,
Louisiana National Guard. On Camp
Bondsteel, Spc. Lane and Staff Sgt.
KFOR CHRONICLE 04/2014

Josh Rose, along with their dogs,
Beny and Bumper, were secured onto
a rescue hoist below a hovering UH60 Black Hawk helicopter. Rising
more than 50 feet into the air, each
dog team experienced an actual
rescue hoist operation.
Wounded dogs are more prone
to bite than normal due to fear and
pain, said Capt. Nathan Carlton, the
camp’s only military veterinarian.
Carlton continued and stated that
German Shepherds can produce 700
pounds per square inch in bite force.
Additionally, helicopters are often a
new and frightening encounter for
dogs.
Carlton also taught a Canine
Combat Life Saver class, an advancedlevel first aid class on dog anatomy
and lifesaving procedures. Military
dog handlers must be certified on
over 30 first-aid tasks specific to
canines. Using mannequin dogs, the
handlers were taught intubation, IVs,
bandaging, and even CPR.
Rose said on his first deployment
to Iraq, his military working dog
was evacuated from theater due to a
sudden illness, and he and the dog
were back in Germany for further
medical treatment within eight hours.
OF-2 Kevin SANDELL

PROFILES

Name:

Sami Halmo

Rank:

OF-4

Nationality:

Finnish

KFOR Unit:

JIC

Name:

Stjepan Vargas

Rank:

OR-6

Nationality:

Croat

KFOR Unit:

HRV AV-COY

MILITARY EDUCATION: I have conducted my military service in 1989
in Finnish Army in Air Defence Regiment. After military service I joined
the Army and went to the Finnish Military Academy. After my graduation
from Military Academy in 1995 I have worked in different positions from
platoon leader to company commander in the Army. In 2006 I changed
my branch to Finnish Navy but still working with Air Defence things but
on the sea and costal dimensions. Now a day I’m working in Navy HQ.
ABOUT THE MISSION: This is my second mission outside of Finland.
My first mission was in 2003 when I worked as an observer in UN mission
in Pakistan and India in Kashmir. And after this experience I decided that
I will go out again in the future. And now I have been deployed already six
mounts here in KFOR. My appointment is Senior Staff Officer Plans/MA
in JIC (Joint Implementation Commission).
FAMILY REACTIONS: I have a wife, two children and a dog back in Finland who are living this year without me. My family has been very supportive of my mission here in Kosovo. Of course it is not always so easy to
be far away from home if there is some problem but fortunately we have
good connections by phones, internet, Skype, etc. and everything has been
solved so far.
HOBBIES: I’m very interested in different kind of sports. When I was
young I was playing ice hockey, football and gym exercise. When I have
gotten older I have started to run more, then bike cycling and also swimming. And finally I had a new main hobby called Triathlon. Now I have
done more than ten years of this very challenging hobby, and finished five
full distance competitions.

MILITARY EDUCATION: I joined the Army in 1997 where I was assigned on duty as an air- technician with narrow speciality of engine technician on a helicopter Mi-8/171Sh in the Multirole Helicopter Squadron at
91st AFB. I am qualified to work at First and Second Degree of helicopter
maintenance and during Air Advisory Team (AAT) education I completed
the Instructor door-gunner Course lead by US Army. Since 2004 I have
been promoted to a pilot- technician and added one more working environment to my list, the sky.
ABOUT THE MISSION: I am always highly motivated when we talk
about aircraft and maintenance where I am trying to find a way to update
my skills as much as I can. This is my fourth mission in Kosovo and 2011 I
was deployed once in Afghanistan as a member of second AAT ISAF. During routine flight assignment I participated in a helicopter accident where
I experienced heavy contusions and bodily injuries. However I recovered
successfully and continue to work with my crew in the squadron.
FAMILY REACTION: I have a wife Paulina and a son Jan who is only five
months old. Before this assignment to Kosovo I spent almost two years at
home where I got used to family routine and mostly because of my son this
deployment was hardest for me and my family. My wife is very supportive
of my deployment and I am very grateful to her for continued support.
HOBBIES: In my free time I enjoy all sports particularly soccer, basketball
and table tennis and I am looking forward to the next World Cup in Brazil
where our team will participate.
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SUDOKU

slightly

medium

diﬃcult

very diﬃcult
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MEDIUM

The three areas (row, column, block) are equally units
or groups.

VERY DIFFICULT

The task is to fill in the blanks of the puzzle so that in
each of nine rows, columns and blocks of each digit from
1 to 9 appears only once.

SLIGHTLY

solutions march

DIFFICULT

rules:
The standard consists of a grid Sudoku field with 3 × 3
blocks, which are each divided into 3 × 3 fields, a total of
81 fields in 9 rows and 9 columns. In some of these fields
at the beginning digits 1 to 9 are registered (“targets“).

PICTURE OF THE MONTH

pictUre of the moNth

april 2014
contribute to the
Kforchronicle!

apr 2014
Camp Novo Selo
Equipment used:
Samsung Galaxy II Plus
smartphone
K.LEITENBERGER
(DEU F) OR-8
Deputy Site Manager
Camp Novo Selo

Just send your photos to kforchronicle@hq.kfor.nato.int by
the 25th of the month explaining where you took the photo and what equipment you used. We will then select one
of the submitted images and publish it in the next edition
of the Chronicle.
You will be immortalised in the KFOR Chronicle !
Is that not something to be proud of?
Sincerely
The Chronicle Team
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